A biochemical model is presented that describes growth of Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b on methane. The model, which was developed to compare strategies to alleviate NADH limitation resulting from cometabolic contaminant conversion, includes (1) catabolism of methane via methanol, formaldehyde, and formate to carbon dioxide;
Introduction
Chlorinated ethenes, such as the environmental pollutant trichloroethene, can be converted aerobically only via cometabolism. In this process, conversion results from the nonspecificity of oxygenating enzymes. Expression of these enzymes occurs during growth on compounds such as alkanes, aromatics, and ammonia. Specific for all oxygenases is the insertion of molecular oxygen, which requires reducing equivalents. Usually, the reductants are supplied by NADH (reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide). In cometabolic conversions the initial hydroxylation products cannot be metabolized further. Therefore, the cofactor NADH is not regenerated, and a net NADH consumption results. To continue the contaminant conversion, NADH needs to be regenerated by metabolism of other substrates.
To evaluate the effect of different strategies to regenerate NADH, a model was developed. In a cell, NADH plays a central role, both in the energy-transforming and oxidation-reduction reactions and in the metabolic regulation processes (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Therefore, in the model all three processes of catabolism, biosynthesis, and PHB metabolism are incorporated, and NADH is used as the integrating and controlling factor. PHB metabolism is included because storage material can act as an endogenous electron donor (6, 7) . Up till now, modeling studies based on the metabolic pathways focused mainly on the energy carrier ATP (adenosine triphosphate) (8) (9) (10) (11) . Although for energy-consuming processes this is certainly the best choice, processes in which NADH plays a prominent role like the cometabolic conversions might better be described by using NADH as principal regulator.
This contribution presents a metabolic model developed for Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b, an organism selected for its characteristics of cometabolic contaminant conversion. The model describes growth of strain OB3b on methane in a continuous culture at various dilution rates and the metabolic responses of the organism to pulses of the intermediates methanol, formaldehyde, and formate. Issues such as parameter sensitivity, parameter estimation, and model validation are addressed. Characteristics of the model and their relation to physiological properties of the organism such as flux control and growth regulation are discussed. In the following article, the growth model is extended to incorporate cometabolic contaminant conversion.
Materials and Methods
M. trichosporium OB3b was grown continuously at a dilution rate (D) of 0.024 h -1 or 0.048 h -1 in a 3-L bioreactor as described by Sipkema et al. (13) (experimental setup, analysis, and procedures) and (14) (medium composition), with methane as the sole carbon source. Copper limitation was maintained to ensure expression of soluble methane monooxygenase (sMMO), an oxygenating enzyme with very good characteristics for cometabolic contaminant conversion. To prevent light-induced inactivation, continuous cultures were protected from light. Dissolved oxygen was monitored online, with data collection in a computer. Routinely, samples were taken and analyzed for biomass concentration (14) . During transient-state experiments, samples were quenched immediately after being taken and analyzed for PHB and NAD(H) levels (PHB, H 3 PO 4 ; NAD, HCl; NADH, NaOH; all end concentrations of 0.1 M). Oxygen and methane concentrations in the gas inlet and outlet were measured by gas chromatography.
Experiments. Transient-state experiments were performed, starting from steady-state, by (1) blocking the inlet gas flow of methane and air during a short period of time (min) (gas block experiment); (2) injecting a pulse of dissolved methanol, formaldehyde, or formate (0.01-1 mM end concentration) (pulse experiment) (see ref 13 ) ; and (3) changing the concentration of methanol in the medium inlet from 0 to 25 or 50 mM during a limited period of time (min) (step experiment).
Analysis. PHB concentrations (wt %) were determined fluorometrically as described by Degelau et al. (15) . A calibration curve was obtained via parallel analysis of samples using the technique of van Aalst-van Leeuwen et al. (16) . NADH concentrations were determined following the fluorometric method described by Matin and Gottschal (4) . Intracellular concentrations were calculated using a cell volume of 1.7 µL mg -1 (17) . Timedependent model calculations were carried out using the Episode routine of the software program Scientist (Micromath Inc., Salt Lake City, UT). Steady-state solutions were verified with Mathcad version 5 + (MathSoft Inc., Cambridge, MA).
Model Development
System Definition. The model for growth of M. trichosporium OB3b on methane includes all metabolic steps involving NADH and similar compounds that may become rate-limiting under relevant experimental conditions. However, for reasons of simplicity and clearness not all physiological aspects of the cell, like the TCA cycle, will be discussed. Per step, a single enzyme or several enzymes may be involved. The following steps were incorporated ( Figure 1 ) (18) (19) (20) : methane conversion to methanol, mediated by sMMO (MO) and requiring both molecular oxygen and NADH; methanol conversion to formaldehyde, mediated by methanol dehydrogenase (MD); and formaldehyde conversion via three different routes, (1) to formate via formaldehyde dehydrogenase (FD) and then to carbon dioxide via formate dehydrogenase (FT) (catabolism); (2) to biomass, which occurs via the serine pathway (biosynthesis or assimilation, AS); and finally, (3) to PHB (PHB synthesis, PS) and then to carbon dioxide (PHB degradation, PD). So, formaldehyde acts as a central intermediate.
All of the catabolic steps, from methane down to carbon dioxide, are assumed to involve NADH. Although this is correct for the conversion of formate and probably formaldehyde (19, 21, 22) , it is a simplification of the situation for methanol dehydrogenase. This enzyme actually involves PQQH (reduced pyrrolo-quinoline quinone), which cannot be used as a cofactor by the sMMO enzyme (18, 23) . However, like NADH, PQQH is oxidized in the electron transport chain and thus leads to energy production. Since for NADH the energy or ATP function is the most important property (24) , PQQH can be substituted by NADH in the model. Furthermore, for simplicity both cofactors are assumed to produce an equal amount of energy, although PQQH enters the electron transport chain at a lower level than NADH (level of cytochrome c (18)). Model calculations show that incorporation of this discrepancy, by assuming only 1 ATP (cytochrome c) to be produced instead of 3 ATP (NADH), does not significantly influence the model predictions (see Results). This indicates that the model is not sensitive to the discrepancy and no simulation errors will originate from this assumptiom.
PHB, the only storage material taken into account, is formed via a cyclic pathway originating at acetyl-CoA (25) . By separating PHB formation from biomass synthesis ( Figure 1 ), growth that occurs as a result of breakdown of PHB via the serine pathway intermediate, acetyl-CoA, is neglected. This description is realistic, since biomass is synthesized from C 3 compounds only (primarily 3-phosphoglycerate) (26, 27) , whereas the C 2 compounds (acetyl-CoA) are used for fat metabolism (20) . A similar assumption was made by Williams (28) on the basis of detailed studies of enzymes related to PHB metabolism of strain OB3b.
Production of NADH as a result of PHB degradation via acetyl-CoA to carbon dioxide (PD, Figure 1 ), the main role of PHB according to Williams (28) , is incorporated in the model. However, unless growth conditions are unbalanced as during transient-state experiments, this breakdown is not expected to occur at a measurable rate, because dissimilation of formaldehyde via formate to carbon dioxide is energetically more favorable. In diluted aquatic solutions, this formaldehyde is present mostly in its hydrated form (29) . Therefore, a distinction is made between formaldehyde hydrate and formaldehyde (HY, Figure 1 ). Only the latter is a substrate for formaldehyde dehydrogenase.
Many compounds cannot cross the cellular membrane freely, and under certain conditions transport can become rate-limiting. In the model for strain OB3b, this was assumed to be the case for formate (IN, Figure 1 ). All other compounds incorporated in the model are assumed to cross freely, except for NAD(H), PHB, and formaldehyde, which are considered within the cell only (Table  1) .
Stoichiometry. The stoichiometry of the conversion reactions is based on the metabolic pathways. Thus, methane conversion to methanol is described by 
where the correct stoichiometry is introduced for NADH. Similarly, methanol conversion to formaldehyde (with PQQ(H)dNAD(H)), formaldehyde conversion to formate, and formate conversion to carbon dioxide, are described by, respectively where ADP is adenosine diphosphate and ∼ P is a phosphate group. Acetyl-CoA is then converted to PHB (25):
where NADPH is pooled with NADH (30). PHB is converted, via acetoacetate, to acetyl-CoA again (cyclic pathway) (25):
If not converted to PHB (eq 6), acetyl-CoA is degraded via the tricarboxylic acid cycle to carbon dioxide:
Growth of M. trichosporium OB3b is described as formaldehyde assimilation:
where R is the amount of energy (mol ATP) used per C-mole of biomass formed, CH 1.8 O 0.5 N 0.2 is the standard biomass composition (31) , NO 3is taken as the nitrogen source, and the oxygen term on the right-hand side is included to express the difference in oxygen content between substrate and product (O 2 is not produced). Equation 9 is a simplification, since assimilation of biomass via the serine pathway involves carbon dioxide fixation. The approach is therefore only valid under conditions in which carbon dioxide is available in excess. However, in practice, carbon dioxide will be produced sufficiently from the dissimilation of formaldehyde. Only when hydrogen gas is used as an additional energy source might this be problematic.
The ATP consumed in the reactions above is formed from NADH by oxidative phosphorylation according to where δ, the P/O ratio, is the efficiency of this conversion.
In the model, two conservation quantities are taken into account, the sum of pyridine nucleotides (NAD(H)) and that of the adenosine nucleotides (ADP, ATP). As an example, for NAD(H) where n tot , the sum of NAD and NADH, is a constant.
Kinetics. Substrate conversion for each step incorporated in the model (Figure 1 ) is described according to Michaelis-Menten kinetics, with a separate term per (co)substrate that may become rate-limiting. Thus, methane conversion by sMMO is described as with q i the specific conversion rate and V MAX,i the maximum specific conversion rate of the sMMO (i ) MO) [mol s -1 kg -1 ], K M,i,j the affinity constant of the sMMO for compound j, with j ) m (methane), j ) nh (NADH), j ) o (oxygen) [mol L -1 ], C L,j the overall and C j the intracellular compound concentration [mol L -1 ]. For PHB metabolism, more complex equations are used. These equations are based on enzyme kinetics, ensure realistic behavior, and prevent model instabilities.
To describe the rapid formation of PHB that results from only a modest increase in NADH (6, 32) , the Hill equation (33) is used for the PHB synthesis rate q PS :
where C fd is the (intracellular) formaldehyde concentration [mol L -1 ], and p is the power in the Hill term. Depending on the amount of information available on the physiology and enzyme levels, other descriptions of PHB synthesis can be incorporated, e.g., as recently presented by van Aalst-van Leeuwen et al. (16) for P. pantotrophus and by Leaf and Srienc (34) for A. eutrophus.
For breakdown of PHB, q PD , an equation is used which ensures the expected negligible PHB turnover under steady-state conditions (6), while enabling PHB mobilization at very low NADH levels (6, 28, 32) : 
) (14) with the subscripts b ) PHB, n ) NAD, and using for the inhibition constant K I,PD,nh [mol L -1 ]:
with w the power in the Hill term. If the NADH concentration is high (C nh f C ntot ), K I,PD,nh equals K I,PD,MIN , the minimum K I resulting in a maximal inhibition of PHB breakdown by NADH and thus a minimal decrease in PHB levels (eq 14). Inversely, if C nh f 0, K I,PD,nh ≈ K I,PD,MAX (eq 15), a minimal NADH-dependent inhibition occurs, and thus the rate of PHB breakdown is maximal (eq 14). When NADH levels drop below a certain set point () K M,PD,SP ), the breakdown of PHB is induced to a degree depending on the value of the power w.
The rate of formaldehyde dehydration (v HY [mol s -1 L -1 ]) is assumed to be first-order and is described by rate constant k HY [s -1 ] and equilibrium constant K EQ,fd () C fd / C L,fd , with C L,fd the concentration of formaldehyde hydrate). A first-order description was chosen to minimize the complexity of the model. As we could not measure it, this was the simplest approach to the phenomena. Transport of formate across the cellular membrane is incorporated as a fully reversible enzymatic reaction. Therefore, according to Segel (33) , the net specific transport rate q IN is with the subscript ft ) formate, the subscripts IN and EX denoting the transport reactions directed intra-and extracellularly, respectively, and K EQ,ft the equilibrium constant of the reaction () C ft /C L,ft ).
Finally, under growth conditions (specific growth rate µ > 25% µ MAX ), maintenance is neglected, while under conditions of prolonged absence of growth substrate, it is included with a rate q M leading to NADH and oxygen consumption. In the appendix, a summary of all kinetic equations is given.
Model Simplification. Depending on the application considered, some substrate pools can be assumed to be in equilibrium. The concentrations of these compounds are then directly coupled to each other. If so, the number of parameters and the complexity of the model is reduced.
An aim of the growth model for strain OB3b was to describe NADH levels resulting from different dynamic feeding strategies. Alternatives for methane were methanol, formaldehyde, and formate. All of these substrates were therefore included in the model as dynamic pools, and their concentrations were allowed to vary as a function of time, as were the concentrations of PHB, biomass, and oxygen. Not included as dynamic pools were ATP and acetyl-CoA. As both components were not measured during the experiments, in contrast to PHB, biomass, and oxygen, we assume them to be in equilibrium with NADH and formaldehyde, respectively. This semi-steady-state approach is commonly used by wellknown authors in the metabolic modeling area (16) . It prevents needless complexity of the model.
Under the assumptions made, the reactions (eqs 5-10) were simplified by eliminating the ATP and acetyl-CoA levels, resulting in a single reaction for growth: a single reaction for PHB synthesis:
and, finally, a single reaction for PHB degradation:
Substrate Concentrations. Substrate concentrations as a function of time follow from mass balances, which incorporate stoichiometry (eqs 1-4, 11, and 16-18) and enzyme kinetics (appendix), as well as reactor-specific mass transfer expressions (13) . A distinction is made between overall concentrations such as for methane (averaged over intra-and extracellular, expressed in mol L -1 reactor volume), and intracellular concentrations such as for NADH (expressed in mol L -1 cell volume) ( Table 1 ). Since PHB must always be formed by newly grown cells, in the mass balance for PHB, dilution resulting from growth is incorporated, whereas in the other intracellular balances it is not.
Parameter Estimation. The model contains a variety of parameters, which can be divided into reactor-specific variables (flows, volumes, mass transfer coefficients) (13) and organism-specific variables, including stoichiometric parameters (R, δ) and kinetic parameters (V MAX , K M ).
Values for the organism-specific parameters were either taken from literature, determined in batch and cell-free extract measurements (Table 2) , or fitted from steady-state and transient-state experimental data obtained with a single continuous culture grown at D ) 0.048 h -1 ( Table 3 ). The starting values for the fitting procedure were based on information available for similar enzymes and on assumptions concerning the influence of the limiting (co)substrate on the conversion rate. Either the (co)substrate controlled the conversion rate
Further details concerning the fitting procedure are given below.
Results and Discussion

Sensitivity Analysis for Steady-State Conditions.
Model calculations showed that only a small portion of the large number of affinity constants incorporated in the model (Tables 2 and 3 ) influence the steady-state biomass, PHB, and NADH concentrations determined (Table  4 ). Only those of the first enzyme (sMMO) and those at the branch point (FD, AS, PS; Figure 1 ) have a significant influence. The K M,MO values determine the amount of methane that enters the pathway (flux), and thus the steady-state biomass concentration. The NADH levels are not affected (Table 4) , since K M,MO,nh , C nh (Tables 2 and  3 ). Furthermore, because PHB synthesis is influenced primarily by these NADH levels (see eq 13, with K M,PS,fd , C fd , while K M,PS,nh ≈ C nh and p ) 5.2), the PHB levels are not affected either (Table 4) .
The NADH levels are affected by changes in the K M values of enzymes at the branch point (FD, AS, PS) ( Table 4 ). This way, the division of the flux over catabolism and biosynthesis (biomass, PHB) is affected, leading to changes in steady-state levels of both biomass and PHB ( Table 4 ). As a result of the very small volume of the cells compared to that of the reactor, an additional amount of methane entering the pathway leads to a small change in biomass but to large changes in intracellular PHB and NADH concentrations (see FD, AS, and PS in Table 4 ). Similarly, the stoichiometric parameters R (energy used for growth) and δ (energy produced from NADH) affect the division of the flux over catabolism and biosynthesis (assimilation/dissimilation flux ratio) and thus the biomass, NADH, and PHB concentrations ( Table  4 ).
An analysis of the influence of the various enzyme levels (V MAX values) on the flux of methane through the central pathway (q MO C X [mol L -1 s -1 ]) supports these observations. The first enzyme of the pathway (sMMO) is the most sensitive and primarily controls the flux (87%), while the remaining influence stems from the enzymes at the branch point: FD 5%, AS 5%, and PS 3%. Flux control at the first enzyme (sMMO) prevents the energy-consuming conversion of growth substrate unless it is properly utilized by the organism for biosynthesis.
Parameter Estimation from Steady-State Measurements. Since for the sensitive parameters of sMMO literature values are available (Table 2) , nine organismspecific parameters that influence the steady-state are unknown (see Table 4 : four K M values of FD, AS, and PS, and R and δ; and the V MAX values of FD, AS, and PS). In practice, this number is lower, since the V MAX and K M values of the same enzyme system are not independent (a single rate is calculated).
In steady-state, the model consists of mass balance equations for 11 compounds (Table 1) , containing 11 initially unknown steady-state concentrations. However, since measurements of a continuous culture provide information concerning three of the concentrations (biomass, NADH, and PHB), three organism-specific parameters are known (e.g., R, V MAX,AS , and V MAX,PS ). Because the experimental data are used for fitting, it follows that the model gives an exact representation of the measured steady state. The estimation of one of the parameters, R, deserves more attention.
Assuming the degradation rate of PHB to be negligible (6), which seems fair from an energetic point of view, the steady-state yield of biomass on methane provides the assimilation/dissimilation flux ratio. A combination of this information with the steady-state mass balance of NADH leads to a relation between R and δ. So, by fixing either one of these parameters, depending on the information available, the other can be calculated. Note that the two parameters are not independent, since in the model a too-high value for R (too much energy used for biomass synthesis) can be compensated for by a higher value for δ (more energy produced from NADH). Thus, different sets of R-δ values can give similar results. In the model for strain OB3b, we fixed δ at the common value of 2 (the theoretical maximum is 3). An alternative Tables 2 and 3 and CX ) 0.52 g L -1 ; Cnh ) 1 mM; Cb ) 0.5 wt %. The effect on KM parameters not shown was negligible. b These influences were negligible (<0.05%).
would be to use a theoretical R value, which is available for a range of substrates (the Y ATP concept) (18, (40) (41) (42) (43) . However, for strain OB3b, the Y ATP concept may not be useful, because methylotrophs are believed to be NAD-(P)H-limited rather than ATP-limited (44, 45) .
With δ ) 2, the following three parameters were estimated on the basis of steady-state measurements: R ) 12, V MAX,AS ) 3.3 mol s -1 kg -1 , and V MAX,PS ) 1.4 10 -3 mol s -1 kg -1 .
Sensitivity Analysis for Transient-State Conditions. Role of NADH. Model calculations showed that the value of the affinity constant of NADH for growth (K M,AS,nh ) influences the time needed, starting from a relatively small inoculum, to reach steady state. In the model, NADH links the enzyme steps into a chain (see Figure 1 ) and steers the concentrations in the direction of steady-state with a rate depending on the K M values. A large value of the affinity constant of NADH for growth (K M,AS,nh ) relative to the NADH concentration and so a strong control by NADH appeared to correlate with a small time period. Also, a minimal affinity (K M,AS,nh > 0.1C nh ), i.e., a minimal control by NADH, appeared to be necessary to obtain a stable and well-regulated model. Otherwise, the enzyme steps are not sufficiently linked. This regulatory role of NADH, as well as the influence of its concentration on the assimilation/dissimilation flux ratio discussed above, probably is realistic because others also noted this experimentally (32, (46) (47) (48) (49) .
Regulation of Biomass Synthesis. Depending on the model values of the affinity constants for growth (K M,AS parameters), biomass synthesis (q AS ) can be controlled either by formaldehyde (K M,AS,fd . C fd ) and/or by NADH (K M,AS,nh . C nh ) (see eq A-5 in the appendix, oxygen is available in excess). In general, high energy levels and thus high NADH concentrations are expected to increase the assimilation rate, leading to additional NADH consumption and lowering of the NADH levels. Conversely, low energy and NADH levels will inhibit the assimilation and induce the dissimilation, leading to an increase in NADH levels.
As discussed above, a certain amount of control by NADH (K M,AS,nh > 0.1C nh ) is necessary to obtain a stable and well-regulated growth model. The degree of control by formaldehyde and/or NADH is directly coupled to the ability of a cell to instantaneously increase its growth rate (µ) in response to an increase in flux through the central pathway. If neither formaldehyde nor NADH controls growth, it is limited by the growth-related enzyme levels (V MAX,AS value). Hence, the cells cannot grow at a rate higher than that dictated by the dilution rate (V MAX,AS ) µ/Y Xfd , with µ ) D and Y Xfd the yield of biomass on formaldehyde). Only after induction of these enzymes (increase in V MAX,AS ) can a higher growth rate be reached. This situation, where PHB is used as a buffer for growth substrate, has recently been proposed to be common to many microorganisms (16) . On the other hand, if the activity of the growth-related enzymes is sufficiently large and thus formaldehyde and NADH do control growth, the cells can instantaneously increase their growth rate up to the maximum value (V MAX,AS g µ MAX /Y Xfd ). Then, PHB does not need to function as a buffer for growth substrate.
Simulations of a methanol pulse (0.05 mM) added to a continuous culture of strain OB3b, assuming different types of growth control, i.e., (1) neither formaldehyde nor NADH (C fd . K M,AS,fd and C nh . K M,AS,nh ); (2) formaldehyde only (K M,AS,fd . C fd and C nh . K M,AS,nh ); (3) NADH only (C fd . K M,AS,fd and K M,AS,nh . C nh ); and (4) both formaldehyde and NADH (K M,AS,fd . C fd and K M,AS,nh .C nh ), clearly illustrate these effects. With neither NADH nor formaldehyde controlling growth rate, NADH levels respond strongly (Figure 2A) , no additional biomass is formed ( Figure 2B) , and all additional methanol is converted to PHB ( Figure 2C) . Correspondingly, the oxygen consumption is very low ( Figure 2D) , because PHB is a very reduced compound, and formation of it involves far less ATP and thus oxygen consumption than does biomass formation. With growth control by formaldehyde and more importantly by NADH, NADH levels react less ("are better controlled") ( Figure 2A) , and increasing amounts of biomass are formed ( Figure 2B) . Correspondingly, decreasing amounts of PHB are formed ( Figure 2C) , and increasing amounts of oxygen are consumed ( Figure 2D ). Note that the relative change in biomass concentration (<0.1%, Figure 2B ) is far smaller than the corresponding change in PHB concentration (>10%; Figure 2C ) as was seen in the steady-state sensitivity analysis discussed above (Table 4 ). Thus, if the experimental response of a culture to a pulse injection of methanol is available, it is possible to analyze the type of growth control of the cells with the model.
Parameter Estimation from Transient-State Measurements. Apart from insight in the dynamic behavior of the model, the simulations discussed ( Figure 2) illustrate the sensitivity of the parameters of growth (AS) during methanol pulses. Of the variables shown in Figure  2A -D, the dissolved oxygen concentration is the most suitable for parameter estimation, because it is very sensitive, provides much information about the metabolic state of the cell, and can easily be measured on-line without disrupting the culture. Therefore, experimental dissolved oxygen data from selected transient-state experiments were used to estimate the remaining unknown parameters ( Table 3 ). The parameters describing the degradation rate of PHB (PD), which do not play a role in the experiments discussed here, were estimated from experiments conducted under NADH limiting conditions and are discussed elsewhere (12) .
Since not all parameters are equally sensitive in the different types of transient-state experiments, although all parts of the model are intimately linked via NADH, initial estimations were based on one type of experiment only (gas block, methanol pulse, formaldehyde pulse, formate pulse; see Table 3 ). However, eventually the set of parameters was determined ( Table 3) that described the complete set of experimental data most accurately (Figure 3 ). Because there are more fitted parameters than independent variables, the parameter set obtained is not unique. It is useful though, because it describes a large set of experiments. Furthermore, it should be noted that (1) all values fall within ranges given in the literature for similar enzymes (not shown); (2) different types of experiments were used, each triggering another enzymatic step; (3) the number of experiments used (seven) is larger than the number of metabolic steps containing estimated parameters (six: MD, AS, FD, PS, IN, M); and (4) in each experiment the whole range of substrate concentrations, from excess (C . K M ) to limitation (C , K M ), was covered, thus effectively probing the kinetic behavior of the enzyme.
As a check on the sMMO parameters obtained from literature ( Table 2 ) and to determine the kinetic parameters of maintenance (Table 3) for the chemostat considered, a gas block experiment ( Figure 3A) was used. Because this culture was grown at µ ) 60% µ MAX , maintenance was assumed to play a role only after the methane supply was switched off (t > 0). From the maximum maintenance coefficient obtained (M ) 5.0 × 10 -4 mol s -1 kg -1 ), a maximum biomass decay rate was calculated using a conversion factor of 1.4 kg of O 2 per kg of biomass. This rate (0.48 d -1 ), as well as the rate under the experimental conditions (≈ 0.2 h -1 , calculated from q M , see appendix eq A-11, Figure 3A and Table 3 ), compares well with literature values found for other organisms (50, 51) .
Methanol pulsing ( Figure 3B ) was used to estimate the kinetic parameters of methanol dehydrogenase (Table 3) and, together with formaldehyde and formate pulsing ( Figure 3C, 3D) , those of the enzyme systems at the branch point (Table 3 ). In addition, the formate pulses were used to estimate the parameters of the transport equation (IN, Table 3 ).
Model Validation. The model was validated by comparing experimental data with model simulations using the standard set of parameters (Tables 2 and 3 ). It appeared that the model gave a realistic description of a gas block and of various substrate pulse experiments performed with the same culture (culture I) as used for fitting. Also with another culture (II) grown at the same rate (see, e.g., Figure 4A ; for an overview of the validation experiments see Table 5 ) a good description was obtained. Without changing the kinetic parameters, similar results were obtained for a culture grown at a lower rate (culture III, D ) 0.024 h -1 ) ( Figure 4B, 4C ; Table 5 ). However, because in this case a lower yield was obtained (0.3 g g -1 instead of 0.4 g g -1 ), the value of R had to be adapted.
Both yield values fall within the range of published values though (0.2-0.7 g g -1 (45)).
The model was again tested with a different type of transient-state experiment. In a continuous culture growing at D ) 0.024 h -1 (culture III, Table 5 ), during 40 min methanol (25 or 50 mM) was added via the liquid inlet. Without further adaptations in parameter values, responses not only in dissolved oxygen ( Figure 5A ) but also in PHB ( Figure 5B ) and outlet methane concentrations ( Figure 5C ) were described realistically. The response in oxygen and PHB levels of culture III subjected to a 1 mM formate pulse appeared to be very similar to that of the methanol step experiments and was found to be equally well-described by the model (experimental results not shown, but similar to Figure 5 ). In this case also NADH levels were measured. They appeared to increase from 1 mM (steady-state value) to around 3 mM, a response in accordance with model predictions.
The surprisingly good performance of the growth model in describing various steady-state and transient-state situations indicates that growth of strain OB3b is probably NAD(P)H-limited rather than ATP-limited. Anthony (44) suggests that this is true for many methylotrophs. If OB3b grows NAD(P)H-limited, this cofactor will play a regulatory role, as it does in the model. Model Application. Cofactor PQQH. During conversion of methanol by methanol dehydrogenase, the cofactor PQQH, which enters the electron transport chain at the level of cytochrome c, is consumed. Although this implies a maximal energy production of only 1 ATP, as opposed to 3 per NADH, in the model both cofactors are assumed to produce the same amount of energy. If this discrepancy is incorporated in the model (PQQH ) 0.33NADH), the stoichiometric equation of methanol dehydrogenase (eq 2) changes, as does the NADH balance and thus the value of R since it is calculated from steadystate measurements (see above). Although this leads to a large change in R, from 12 down to 6.7, methanol conversion kinetics are hardly affected ( Figure 6) . So, the model is not sufficiently refined to warrant distinction between NADH and PQQH, which justifies our simplifying assumption. Note that the theoretical R value (Y ATP ) of 8.3, estimated on the basis of information provided by Anthony (44) and Leak and Dalton (41) , is between our calculated values of 6.7 (1 ATP per NADH) and 12 (3 ATP per NADH).
Regulation of Growth by Strain
OB3b. An analysis of the values estimated for the affinity constants for growth (K M,AS,nh , K M,AS,fd , Table 3 ) implies that in strain OB3b NADH controls growth (K M,AS,nh ≈ C nh ), but formaldehyde does not (C fd . K M,AS,fd ). Furthermore, the V MAX value for growth (V MAX,AS ≈ µ MAX /Y Xfd ) indicates that strain OB3b can instantaneously increase its growth rate up to the maximum value in response to an increase in carbon flux through the main pathway. Thus, the V MAX for growth does not appear to be adapted in response to continued growth at a low rate. Since the activities of the other enzymes of the metabolic pathway are not adapted either, i.e., the same V MAX values describe different growth rates, strain OB3b appears to have a "rigid enzyme system". A similar conclusion can be drawn from a comparison of the calculated and published µ MAX (52, 53) . PHB Metabolism. The storage material PHB accumulates during periods of unbalanced growth. Most studies focused on accumulation under conditions of sustained nitrogen, phosphorus, or oxygen limitation, but it may also occur during short periods of excess carbon source availability after growth under carbon limitation (7, 54) .
In our study with strain OB3b, the first indication of involvement of PHB or a similar NADH buffer in the metabolism of the cells came from a model analysis of the oxygen consumption pattern observed after injection of a pulse of formate in a continuous culture. It appeared that the experimental data could only be properly described by assuming a buffer for NADH to be present. If all additional NADH produced as a result of formate conversion were immediately used for growth, initially far more oxygen should have been consumed than observed experimentally (Figure 7) . In further transient-state experiments (large formate pulse, methanol step), a PHB accumulation was observed (see, e.g., Figure 5B ), substantiating our initial conclusion. The knowledge that in strain OB3b PHB plays a role as a buffer for transiently available excess reducing power may be useful for practical purposes, for example, to improve processes involving cometabolic conversions. By ensuring the presence of sufficient PHB and thus of reducing power, it is expected that long-term cometabolic contaminant conversion under starvation conditions is enhanced. Experimental results, obtained both with mixed cultures of methanotrophs (55) (56) (57) and with strain OB3b (58) verify this hypothesis.
Conclusions
A metabolic model was developed to study growth of M. trichosporium OB3b on methane in continuous culture. The model consists of a set of ordinary differential equations (time-dependent mass balances) that incorporate stoichiometry based on the metabolic pathways and Michaelis-Menten type enzyme kinetics. The cofactor NADH, which is assumed to be in equilibrium with the energy carrier ATP via oxidative phosphorylation, links the metabolic steps, thus acting as a central intermediate and regulating factor. Model parameters were either obtained from literature, determined in independent batch experiments, or fitted from steady-state or transientstate measurements.
The model could be validated by additional transientstate experiments in which oxygen, methane, PHB, and NADH were measured. It appeared that by incorporating NADH as a central and controlling intermediate, a stable and well-regulated model was obtained that gives a realistic description of a variety of steady-state and transient-state experimental data. Steady-state model calculations prove flux control in strain OB3b to be located primarily at the first enzyme of the metabolic pathway (sMMO) and to a lesser extent at the enzymes at the branch point between catabolism, PHB metabolism, and growth.
Both transient-state and µ MAX calculations reveal that strain OB3b has a "rigid enzyme system", the activity of which is not adapted in response to continued low growth rates (30% µ MAX ). The storage material PHB, which was found to accumulate after pulses of formate and during step changes in inlet methanol concentration, functions as a sink for transiently available excess reducing power.
The presented model is suitable to develop and optimize processes in which NADH plays a crucial role, such as in cometabolic conversions. Also, because it is based directly on available knowledge of the biochemical processes involved, it can be used to gain insight in the cells' metabolism as illustrated by the examples discussed. Greek Symbols q MD ) V MAX,MD ( C L,m C L,m + K M,MD,ml )( C n C n + K M,MD,n ) (A-2) q FD ) V MAX,FD ( C fd C fd + K M,FD,fd )( C n C n + K M,FD,n ) (A-3)
Notation
V HY ) k HY (K EQ,fd C L,fd -C fd ) (A-4) 
